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PC Monitoring

In this category we have assembled the complete range of the very latest computer and PC monitoring tools and
software available.

The Need For PC Surveillance
PC surveillance and monitoring is one of the fastest growing areas in the surveillance industry while the low starting
price of available products has made this type of solution very affordable. With computers in every office and almost
every home and with internet communication escalating, surveillance of computer activity is of paramount importance.
Enter our tried and tested PC monitoring devices.

Types of PC Monitoring Tools
There are really three types of product available or a combination of these three. Keyloggers or Keystroke Loggers have
been around for a number of years now. This type of device records every key that is struck on the computer keyboard.
Our Voice Logger Computer Software is a perfect example of this type of product. Classic Keyloggers or Keyboard
Loggers are a piece of hardware that sits between the PS/2 or USB connection of the computer keyboard and the
connector on the computer base unit. These keystroke loggers match the style of the keyboard plug, so effectively
camouflaging their insertion. Recorded information is stored on the flash memory of the keystroke logger. Through a
menu/password system, the stored information can be retrieved on the computer on which it is installed or on another
computer after the keylogger has been removed and re-inserted in the donor PC. There is a new type of keystroke
logger that doesn't require a piece of hardware to be left inserted into the computer. This software based keylogger
sections off a portion of the hard drive to record keystrokes and also screenshots. None of the keyloggers interfere with
anti-spyware or anti-virus software, so are perfectly safe.

Professional Computer Spying
Another type of computer spying that has been available for a number of years in various forms is total computer
monitoring software. This is a complete suite of software tools on a disc. When uploaded onto the PC that is to be
monitored a rule does have to be created to work around the anti-virus software, but one installed the software will log
keystrokes, take screenshots, capture e-mail and Instant Messenger chat. The final weapon in the armoury of computer
monitoring is the remote monitoring software. Once installed on the PC, activity of that PC can be monitored remotely
from anywhere in the world as long as both PC's are Internet connected. When it comes down to PC Monitoring, Spy
Equipment UK have every eventuality covered and at prices that everybody can now afford. Browse our PC surveillance
tools and contact us if you have any queries.
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Chat Stick
The Chat Stick is a forensic software that will search
your entire computer, scan it for chat logs from Yahoo,
Windows Messenger, Trillian, Skype, Hello & Miranda.
Spy Equipment UK is an official UK supplier for this
computer monitoring device.
This computer monitoring software cannot be
purchased using Paypal due to their restriction on
computer surveillance products. Other payment
methods available.

Product Code: CH4T

£85.00 (exc. VAT)

£102.00 (inc. VAT)

The Chat Stick is a flash drive device that will search your entire
computer and scan it for chat logs from Yahoo, Yahoo, MSN 6.1, 6.2,
7.0, & 7.5, ICQ 1999-2003b, Trillian, Skype, Hello, & Miranda. A handy
piece of computer monitoring software that keeps you and your family
safe while using the internet.

Safeguard Children & Monitor Employees with
Computer Monitoring Software
Computer monitoring software is used by parents concerned about the
safety of their children whilst they are using a computer, particularly
when they are online. These products are also ideal for safeguarding
sensitive data on company computers and for monitoring employees
who maybe conducting illegal activities using the company PC - Spy
Equipment UK is an official UK supplier for this PC monitoring device.

Help Protect Intellectual Property Through PC
Monitoring
Instant Messengers have become an essential part of businesses
today. Instant communication can bring increased productivity and
better communication, but also dangers. These perils can be, however,
diminished with pieces of computer monitoring software like the chat
stick. How much time do your employees waste chatting with friends
outside of work or fellow employees about non-work related issues? Are
your employees sharing files through Instant Messengers that contain
viruses? Are they leaking or stealing valuable company information? A
quick scan and review with the Chat Stick can tell you in minutes. It's a
computer monitoring tool for both the workplace and the domestic
home.

Features
Computer monitoring software
stored and run from supplied USB
drive, so it is totally portable
Easy to use software with a simple
to follow interface. Plug and scan
Supports popular chat clients such
as
Yahoo
and
Windows
Messenger
Colour coded chat viewers make it
easy to follow conversations from
mutiple people
After using Chat Stick once it is
made even simpler the following
times to run the software on the
same PC
System Compatibility: Windows
Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or
Windows 10
Requirement: 1.33 GHz Processor,
1 GB RAM, 200 MB Hard Drive
Space
Chat Stick does not install service
to remember computer

Ensure Kids Remain Safe On

Please note that more information available online.
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Computer Keystroke Logger USB (WiFi)
This PC monitoring device can be connected in-line to
the wire of a USB computer keyboard to record all
keystrokes made on that PC. This new version is tiny
and has P2P Wifi remote access capability and email
reporting.

Product Code: N4NO

£99.00 (exc. VAT)

£118.80 (inc. VAT)

This ultra-small USB hardware keylogger can be connected to a USB
type keyboard to totally discreetly record all keystrokes. As a
sophisticated piece of PC monitoring equipment, this device has the
ability to record outgoing typed chat, e-mail, instant messaging,
passwords, internet activity and anything else that is typed into the PC
to which it is connected.

Time and Date Recording on Logs
It stores a total of 16 MB of information (that's 16 million key strokes or
approx. 8000 pages of text) and features time and date stamped onto
the recorded data logs. The internal memory is non-volatile (retains
memory even if there is loss of power) and this means that the PC
momnitoring device can be moved from computer to computer and is
undetectable by spyware programmes. The USB Key Logger is
compatible with any desktop PC that runs Windows 2000, NP, XP,
Vista, 7, Windows 8, Windows 10. This computer monitoring USB is the
smallest hardware keylogger available on the market, so is considered a
professional grade surveillance and security tool.

PC Monitoring - New Wifi Download Capability
On our last USB key catcher, recorded text could only be recovered by
direct access with the keylogger plugged into a PC. On this enhanced
model it is possible to download recorded information through P2P WiFi
connection when within the vicinity of the device when connected to its
monitored computer. Most previous versions were not compatible with
wireless keyboards, but this model now works with most wireless
keyboards. It should be noted that as laptop computers have a built-in
keybo

Features

Smallest
hardware
keylogger
designed for use with PC’s with
external keyboards
Suitable for use with keyboards
having the
USB 2 (standard
square style)
Logs every key that is typed into
the computer including chat,
emails, documents, passwords, etc
Non-volatile memory storage. No
data loss after computer is
powered down
Storage capacity of up to 16 MB
(16 million characters)
100% stealthy, undetectable for
security software
Supports
over
40
national
keyboard layouts
Time/date stamp on recorded
information logs
Retrieve data remotely without
touching the PC monitoring device
Works as a Wi-Fi hotspot –
Connect
from
any
computer,
smartphone,
or tablet
Compatible with Windows 2000,
NT, XP, Vista, 7, 8 and Windows
10
Size of Keylogger body (black
part): 10mm x 17mm x 10mm

Please note that more information available online.
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Data Devil
The Data Devil can recover data from almost any type
of storage. The DataDevil is every employer's,
concerned parents' and suspicious spouse' dream spy
tool. Spy Equipment UK is an official UK supplier for
this product.

Product Code: D4TA

£149.00 (exc. VAT)

£178.80 (inc. VAT)

The DataDevil is every employerâ&#128;&#153;s, concerned parents'
and suspicious spouse' dream spy tool. Simply plug the device into your
hard drive and perform a recovery of deleted data from any number of
devices including cameraâ&#128;&#153;s, USB sticks, SD cards, and
even the hard drive itself.

Recovers Data Even After Recycle Bin is
Emptied
For use only with Windows operating systems up to and including
Windows 10, the DataDevil will recover files which have been deleted
form your recycle bin so even if someone deletes data permanently and
empties the contents of the recycle bin on the PC, the data should still
recoverable!

Get Answers or Absolute Proof!
The DataDevil can recover deleted files from most devices which have a
mass storage option. Most children, employees, and cheating partners
would generally rely on the function of deleting data to cover their tracks
and avoid suspicion because as a rule, the expectation is that the
deleted information would be impossible or very difficult to recover. The
DataDevil may unearth the truths that you suspected and provide you
absolute PROOF or answers to some of the burning questions you
have.

How to Recover Deleted Files on Your PC
The DataDevil is not just for spying. Almost anyone that uses a
computer has accidentally deleted something they didn't want to. It's
common knowledge that when you deleted something, even if you
empty your Recycle Bin, the data is not gone. Deleted data can be
recovered at any time as long as new data does not overwrite the old
data. Imagine being able to recover the family photo album you
accidentally deleted or being the hero at work by recovering that
presentation deleted by the intern. Until now, deleted

Features
What Can Be Recovered
Imagery Formats: JPG – BMP –
PNG – TIFF – EMF
MS Office Formats: DOC – DOCX
– XLS – XLSX – PPT – PUB – VSD
– MDB
Open Office: Spreadsheet – Text –
Presentation
–
Graphics
–
Database
Other Document Formats: PDF –
RTF – AutoCad – CHM – HTML –
MindManager
Brainstorm
and
Process Control
Multi-Media Formats: MP3 –
MPEG
Where Can It Be Recovered
Hard Drives – USB Drives – Digital
Cameras
SD Cards – XD-Picture Cards –
Mini SD – Micro SD – SDHC – Mini
SDHC – Micro SDHC
MMC – MMC Plus – RS-MMC –
MMC Mobile – MMC Micro
MemoryStick – MemoryStick Pro –
MemoryStick Duo – Memory Stick
Pro Duo – MemoryStick Micro
Compact Flash Type I and II
MagicGate Memory Stick –
MagicGate Memory Stick Duo

Please note that more information available online.
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Global PC Spy
A superb computer monitoring software offering both
'live' remote video and audio surveillance and
computer usage history logging in one package all
controlled through a dedicated user panel. Our most
comprehensive Windows computer surveillance
solution

Product Code: PCS9

£80.00 (exc. VAT)

£96.00 (inc. VAT)

The Global PC Spy is a completely undetectable Windows computer
monitoring program that offers a vast array of features. The software
provides the capability to remotely and secretly watch and hear
â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; as well as log activity on the
computer for later review if live monitoring is not possible at certain
times.

Simple to Deploy -Easy to Use
The software is supplied on a USB stick and can be installed on the
target PC in seconds. No prior specialist knowledge is required. Simply
start the installation from the USB stick and after a few seconds an ID
number will show on the computer screen (which must be noted). At this
point the software is installed and the USB stick can be removed leaving
the software to work for you. Remote surveillance is made easy
because the monitoring panel, which is a website that has a secure
login . This means that it is possible to keep watch on the target
computerâ&#128;&#153;s activity from any web-connected device
(desktop, laptop, tablet, etc.)

Protect You Business - Keep Your Child Safe
Computer monitoring software and key-logging devices are used by
parents concerned about the safety of their children whilst they are
using a computer, particularly when they are online where they are
potentially exposed to the predatory behaviour of others, bullying and
inappropriate websites. These products are also ideal for safeguarding
sensitive data on company computers and for monitoring employees
who maybe conducting illegal activities using the company PC.

Features
Discreetly
installs
onto
any
Windows PC (not Mac compatible)
Super-fast installation takes a
matter
of
seconds
(unless
additional software has to be
automatically pulled in by the
system)
Monitor/remotely
control
all
features from a superb web panel
(with secure login)
Monitors every keystroke and
catalogues this
Takes screenshots at user set
intervals (set on web panel)
Get data and images that are
added to the clipboard
Remotely monitor the desktop of
the installed computer ‘live’
remotely
view
through
the
computer’s
webcam
(webcam
indicator light may show on target
PC)
Take image snapshots with the
computer’s webcam
Remembers all websites visited on
Firefox and Chrome Internet
browsers...

Live Monitoring - See/Hear as it Happens
Unlike previous products that we have been able to offer the Global PC
Spy allows in a number of ways to remotely sur

Please note that more information available online.
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Porn Detection Stick
The Porn Detection Stick is a very useful computer
data recovery device for worried parents, careful
Schools and for law enforcement officers who want to
search out, eradicate and/or gather evidence of illicit
images on computers.
This PC monitoring product cannot be purchased using
Paypal due to their restriction on computer surveillance
products. Other payment methods available.

Product Code: POR4

£85.00 (exc. VAT)

£102.00 (inc. VAT)

The Porn Detection Stick is a flash drive device that will search through
all the images on your computer, scan them for pornographic content,
and create a report of suspected pornographic images. A computer data
recovery tool, out of our wider PC monitoring range, that helps keep you
and your closest safe from pornographic sites.

Computer Data Recovery Device - Recover
Deleted Cached Images
The software scans deleted images and Internet cache files so there's
no hiding Internet activity. This means even if Internet Explorer cache
files are deleted, many images can still be recovered and scanned for
pornography. Best of all, no software is installed on the target machine
so they don't know you've performed a search. You can even securely
delete objectionable images. Spy Equipment UK is an official UK
supplier for this computer monitoring and computer data recovery
device.

Keep Your PC Clean - Check Employee
Activity
Protect your computer from unwanted pornography with this computer
data recovery device. Someone doesn't have to be seeking out
pornographic images to contaminate your computer. In fact, many porn
sites contain harmful viruses that can do more damage. The Porn
Detection Stick, a PC monitoring tool, offers you peace of mind that your
system is clean of unwanted illicit or even illegal images. Employers
may well find this product very useful. Besides wasted time and
resources, pornographic content on your company computers exposes
you to legal risks as well as disgruntled employees - dont take the risk
and determine if your computer is already infecte

Features
The Porn Detection Stick perform
unlimited scans on any compatible
computer
Even if pictures and videos are
deleted, they’ll be recovered and
scanned
Scans computer hard drives, USB
drives, or any other storage that
mounts as a drive letter in
Windows
Securely delete found images and
video so they can’t be recovered
again, using this computer data
recovery stick
Blurred picture viewer keeps you
from
seeing
unwanted
pornography
Works on any storage media
formatted as FAT or NTFS
System Compatibility: Windows
Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, or
Windows 10
Requirement: 1.33 GHz Processor,
1 GB RAM, 200 MB Hard Drive
Space

Please note that more information available online.
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Voice Logger Computer Software
This product is software that runs totally unseen on
your PC or Laptop. Now you can turn any Windows
computer into a spy listening and recording device
without anyone knowing and also send the audio
recordings to an email address of your choice. Super
fast installation, simple to setup.

Product Code: PCR3

£149.00 (exc. VAT)

£178.80 (inc. VAT)

This superb software is designed to turn any Windows PC into a
recording and listeningÂ device by using the microphone of the
computer to listen to the surrounding environment.

Quick Installation
Supplied on a USB stick the software is easy to carry around and with
super swift one second installation time and intelligent anti virus
avoidance, this virtual recording system can be uploaded onto an
unlimited number of Windows machines to suit you audio monitoring
requirements. Installation is simply a matter of plugging the supplied
USB stick into an available port on the chosen computer and following
the on-screen prompts. You will NOT need to leave the USB stick in
the computer after installation. The software is so well designed that
it uses the most up-to-date antivirus avoidance technology to make
installation swift, simple and discreet. The software has unlimited
licences and free updates for life, making it future proof. Feel assured
in the knowledge that our technicians at Spy Equipment UK have fully
tested an evaluated this product, which means that you will have the
back of our support in the unlikely event that you will need it.

Sound Detection Activation
Once installed and configured the spy voice recorder computer software
can covertly monitor the surrounding room environment, record what the
computer microphone picks up in secret and then send out the recorded
MP3 files totally discreetly and automatically by email. Sound recording
is strictly by sound activation, which means that the system will only
record when sounds in the local environment are evident and emailing

Features
Superb room audio monitoring
software supplied on an easy-todeploy USB stick
Easy to carry around and with
simple,
but
lightening
fast
installation
Designed for use on any Windows
PC, desktop or laptop – works
even with the laptop lid down or
computer is in sleep mode
Programmed with the latest
antivirus bypass facilities for
trouble free discreet upload directly
from the stick
Uses
the
computer’s
own
microphone
to
monitor
the
surrounding room environment
Preset
with
voice
(sound)
activation – Record only when
there is sound to be recorded
(ambient sound level filtering can
be set)
Record in total discretion – save
audio files to the same computer or
set to automatically email them to
an email address of your choice...

Please note that more information available online.
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Windows Master Key
Windows Master Key can get you into a Windows
computer account without the need to know the login
password. Simple to use investigators tool. Now
supports Windows 8
This product cannot be purchased using Paypal due to
their restriction on computer surveillance products.
Other payment methods available.

Product Code: WMK1

£169.00 (exc. VAT)

£202.80 (inc. VAT)

Windows
Master
Key
is
a
â&#128;&#152;carry
anywhereâ&#128;&#153; Windows account password bypassing tool.
Maybe you've lost your password or someone has locked you out of
your Windows computer.

Not Simply a Password Recovery Tool
This special software can gain you entry and recover your Windows
account. Donâ&#128;&#153;t mistake this as a password recovery tool,
this software gives you access to any Windows account allowing you to
regain access to your files, change the account password, and generally
get your life back. Using this specialist tool does NOT mean that you
have to reset the password, but simply bypasses the need to enter one.

Used by Private Individuals or Professionals
Windows Master Key comes with two different user license options - a
10 user license that will allow you to bypass up to 10 accounts on up to
10 different computers or an unlimited license which is ideal for IT
professionals, Law Enforcement, Computer Investigator, Private
Investigators, etc. Unlimited means that you can use it on as many
different computers as needed, as many times as you like.

Features
Special software on a USB stick
that gives you instant access to
Windows accounts
No need for a lengthy password
recovery
Software is provided on flash drive
ready for instant deployment
Designed to be easy to use
Perfect for investigators, law
enforcement and IT professionals
Designed to leave no trace after
the computer has been rebooted
Available as a 10 license or
unlimited license product
Great
as
a
professional
investigator’s tool or simply to
have as a back up for your office
Supports Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8
and now Windows 10* operating
systems

Perfect for The Concerned Parent
Every investigator should have a this software in their arsenal of digital
tools. If you have a small office set-up, Windows Master Key would be
great to have on hand especially if you canâ&#128;&#153;t afford
downtime. If you are a worried parent, then this software will help you
get into a childâ&#128;&#153;s account to ensure that they are safe
online. A child maybe hiding something because they are scared and
donâ&#128;&#153;t know how to deal with a situation. The Windows
Master Key helps put you back in control.

Gain Access in Total Dis

Please note that more information available online.
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